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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Teaching special education students has presented a unique set of
problems to the vocational instructor.

These students have varying

handicaps such as physical (blindness, deafness, etc.), mental
(learning disabilities and mental retardation), and emotional
handicaps.

Special consideration must be given to each student,

his/her particular special needs, and the degree of severity of the
student's handicap.

Two of the biggest challenges facing today's

special education educator are as follows;
1. Develop lessons to meet each student's individual needs
(Wright, 1981).
2. Structure lessons to allow each student to work at his/her own
pace.

Statement of the Problem
Video, utilizing special effects, is an exciting method of
presenting material.

With a camera and an editing machine, Ignatz &

Ignatz (1982) determined that video tapes can be up-dated and localized
to make the subject raatter more relevant for the student.

The

microcoraputer is a modern tool in the classroom that has been
demonstrated to be beneficial in the following uses:

(a) drill and

practice exercises, (b) logo programming, (c) tutorial, (d) simulation,
(e) basic programming, (f) word processing, (g) data base management,
and (h) spreadsheet operation (Etlinger & Ogletree, 1981; Rodenstein &
Lambert, 1982; Wright, 1981).

In studies conducted by Etlinger and

Ogletree (1981), results indicated that computers reinforce basic
skills, reinforce problem solving abilities, promote logical thinking,
encourage creativity, and provide stimulation and motivation.
According to Henderson (1983), computers have also been shown to
improve student performance in terms of achievement and attitude in a
variety of subjects.
Wright (1981) observed that video alone is generally recognized as
a passive exercise whereas operating a microcomputer is an active one.
She further noted that interactive video links the two mediuras together
and thus requires active participation frora the student.

Smith and von

Feldt (1977) stated that, "It would appear that combining the sound and
motion of television with the interactive drill and practice of CAI
[computer-assisted instruction] would provide for greater gains in a
shorter period of time" (p. 12).

Need for the Study
No studies evaluating interactive video as an instructional mediura
with special needs students in vocational agriculture were found.
Therefore, a need exists to evaluate the effectiveness of interactive
video as a method of instruction with this population in the field of
vocational agriculture.

Comparing this teaching method with another

technique, such as video instruction, seems to be the best method to
measure its effectiveness.

Video was chosen because the content of the

lesson presentation is identical to the video segment of the
interactive video lesson.
This study will assist instructors and administrators evaluate the
value of using interactive video as a tool in presenting vocational

agriculture materials to students with special needs.

Researchers have

expressed belief that the results will also be applicable to the
mainstream classroom.

Wright noted that,

It has generally been the case in education that an
instructional resource or teaching method developed to help
overcome a particular learning disability has found, except
in very specialized cases, a useful adaptation in the regular
classroom. Examples include various approaches to word
recognition (visual, phonetic, contextual), high interestlow-level learning materials and corabinations of
visual/auditory presentation to meet individual learning
styles, (p. 3)

Question and Hypothesis
One question and subsequent hypothesis was developed for this
study. The question was as follows:
Is interactive video better than video alone as a method of
presenting lesson material?
The null hypothesis was as follows:
Interactive video is of less or equal value than video alone as an
instructional medium as measured by the means of test results.
The alternate hypothesis was as follows:
Interactive video is of greater value than video alone as an
instructional mediura as measured by the means of test results.

Definition of Terms
Videotape:

"Electromagnetic tape on which the electronic impulses

produced by the video and audio portions of a television program,
motion picture, etc., are recorded by special equipment" (Henley, 1983,
pp. 5-6).

videodisc:
...[it] looks like a 12-inch record with mirror-like rainbow
surfaces. The laser-etched surface of the thin metal disc is
protected by a clear plastic coating. The laser beam, guided
by the video signal input, scores the surface during
recording to create pits. During playback, a laser beam on
the videodisc player reads the array of pits, reconstituting
them into a video image on the monitor. (D. J. Clark, 1984,
p. 13)
Interactive Video (lAV):

the combining of a microcoraputer to a

videotape player or a videodisc player for the purpose of joining audio
and video presentations to the interactive capabilities of CAI to
present lessons.
Vocational Education for the Handicapped (VEH):

a vocational

education program offered for students identified as being
"handicapped."
Handicap;

"...something that hampers a person; disadvantage;

hindrance" (Webster's New World Dictionary, 1974, p. 634).
"The term 'handicapped,' when applied to individuals, means
individuals who are mentally retarded, hard of hearing, deaf,
speech impaired, visually handicapped, seriously emotionally
disturbed, orthopedically impaired, or other health impaired
persons, or persons with specific learning disabilities, who
by reason thereof require special education and related
services, and who, because of their handicapping condition,
cannot succeed in the regular vocational education program
without special education assistance" [Section 521(15),
Public Law 98-524]. Handicapped students at the secondary
level will be those students who have been identified by
special education personnel as being eligible for special
education services. Handicapped students in post-secondary
and adult vocational education will be self-identified as
having one of the identified handicapping conditions listed
in the above federal definition. (Texas Education Agency,
1985, p. 22)
Coordinated Vocational Academic Education (CVAE):

a vocational

education program offered for students identified as being
"disadvantaged."

Disadvantaged;
"The terra 'disadvantaged' means individuals (other than
handicapped individuals) who have economic or academic
disadvantages and who require special services and assistance
in order to enable them to succeed in vocational education
programs. Such terra includes individuals who are members of
economically disadvantaged families, migrants, individuals
who have limited English proficiency and individuals who are
dropouts frora, or who are identified as potential dropouts
from, secondary school" [Section 521(12), Public Law 98-524].
(Texas Education Agency, 1985, p. 22)
Economically Disadvantaged;
...individuals who are determined to be low income. This may
include individuals whose (1) family income is at or below
national poverty level; or whose (2) parent or guardian is
uneraployed; or whose (3) parent or self is a recipient of
public assistance. An econoraically disadvantaged person in
vocational education raay also be determined at the elementary
or secondary level as one who participates in a free or
reduced lunch program and at the post-secondary and adult
levels as one identified frora state and federal student
financial aid records. (Texas Education Agency, 1985, p. 22)
Acaderaically Disadvantaged;
...individuals [who] are one or more years below grade level
in achievement in three or more academic classes, or have a
composite score on a standardized test indicating below grade
level performance. An academically disadvantaged student in
vocational education will be determined at the secondary
level as those students enrolled in remedial programs in
mathematics, English, language arts, or reading. For postsecondary and adult levels, academically disadvantaged
students are those enrolled in remedial instruction or on
academic probation. (Texas Education Agency, 1985, p. 22)
Migrants:
...students whose parent or guardian is a migratory
agricultural worker or a migratory fisher who has moved
within the past 12 months from one school district to
another - to enable the child, the child's guardian, or a
meraber of the child's immediate family to obtain temporary or
seasonal eraployment in an agricultural or fishing activity.
This definition also includes a student who has been eligible
to be served under the preceding sentence, and who, without
the parent or guardian, has continued to migrate annually to
secure temporary or seasonal employraent in an agricultural or
fishing activity. (Texas Education Agency, 1985, p. 23)

Limited English Proficiency (LEP):
...any member of a national origin minority who does not
speak and understand the English language in an instructional
setting well enough to benefit from vocational studies to the
same extent as a student whose primary language is English.
These persons may include: (1) individuals who were not born
in the U.S. or whose native tongue is a language other than
English; and (2) individuals who come from environments where
a language other than English is dominant and thus have
difficulties speaking and understanding instruction in the
English language. A person with 'limited English
proficiency' can be identified as a student participating in
an English as a second language (ESL) or bilingual program,
scoring low on an English proficiency test, or being reported
on the Bilingual Census. (Texas Education Agency, 1985,
p. 23)

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

An extensive review of the literature was conducted on the usage
of microcomputers in education, provision of video instruction in
education, and usage of interactive video in education and in industry
and government training.

Computer usage by handicapped and

disadvantaged learners was also reviewed.

Research studies have been

conducted on the use of microcomputers in education with a limited
number being completed concerning the handicapped population.
Conversely, few studies have been conducted on the use of videotape in
education.

Interactive video is the newest delivery system of the

three discussed.

Though relatively new, much has been written about

it, but few studies were cited.

Microcomputers:

Uses, Benefits, and Drawbacks

Microcoraputers can be used in a number of different teaching roles
to teach numerous subjects.

Four main uses of the microcoraputer are

drill and practice, tutorial, siraulation, and problem solving.
Tesolowski, Wallin, Roth, and Rankin (1984) defined each of these.
Drill and practice helps students to master a subject after the
material has been presented by the instructor.

Repetition of the •

subject with some type of iraraediate feedback is featured.

The tutorial

method presents new material which is normally presented by a teacher,
a book, or an audio-visual raediura. Questions are usually interspersed
throughout the tutorial to assess the amount of absorption and
understanding on the part of the student.

Problem Solving enables a
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student to obtain a more in-depth understanding of problem strategies
by teaching logically ordered thought processes in approaching a
particular problem.

Simulation involves presenting life-like

situations that would normally be too difficult or dangerous to
experience.

Kearsley and Frost (1985) indicated that simulation

teaches decision-making, problem-solving, and judgmental skills.
Gregory, Styles, & Wheeler (1986) noted that graphics provide a
practical means of demonstrating ideas or processes that could not
actually be observed or filmed otherwise.
Giesemann (1985) suggested some examples for each of these uses,
specifically, as they apply to instruction in vocational agriculture.
Using drill and practice, a student might work on parliamentary
procedure, prepare for quiz contests, or learn the breeds of cattle.
Calculating board feet, determining feed rations using the Pearson
Square method, and reading a ruler are all tutorial programs that could
be presented.

Problem solving might consist of determining harvest

losses or developing commodity budgets.

Simulations could include

calculating loans by inserting different interest rates and time
periods for payback.

Developing a spreadsheet on a beef operation

including price, calf crop percentage, rate of gain, and other factors
to determine the net profit is another example.
Computer assisted drafting (CAD), career counselling guidance,
communication aids, computer assisted music composition, office
vocational education, and word processing are other uses of the
microcoraputer recoramended by Hanley (1983).

Additional uses include

gaming and discovery (Hannaford, 1983), teaching hand-writing skills

using a graphic display screen and a hand-held "pen" (Macleod &
Procter, 1979), data base and spreadsheet operation and computer
programming (Rodenstein & Lambert, 1982), and coraputer-raanaged
instruction, assessraent and evaluation, and data retrieval (Taber,
1981).
ways.

Obviously,raicrocoraputerscan be used in a nuraber of different
Paulson (1986) noted their value in group and/or classroom

instruction or in independent study.

He added that general computer

usage can be taught in vocational agriculture.
Computer programming is a field of study within itself.

One

language of particular interest in the field of education is the LOGO
language.

Russell (1983) indicated that a student can translate

information about proportion and shape into LOGO commands which require
skills in estimating, comparing, sequencing, visualizing, planning, and
using numbers.
Several sources generally agreed as to the benefits of
microcoraputers.

Braden (1985b), Carman and Kosberg (1982), Dalton and

Hannafin (1984), Deitel (1984), Ignatz and Ignatz (1982), Rieth and
Semmel (1979), Rodenstein and Larabert (1982), Taber (1981), Tesolowski
et al. (1984), and Wright (1981) each suggested one or more of the
following benefits of computer usage:
1. The coraputer offers individualized, private instruction.
2. The computer provides immediate feedback, reinforcement, and
evaluation.
3. The student controls the pace of the lesson.
4. The computer is a persistent teacher that displays infinite
patience resulting in less stress in the classroom.
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5. Student progress is recorded automatically.
6. Instruction is available on short notice with minimal
inconvenience to the teacher.
7. The computer requires active participation as opposed to
passive observation.
8. The coraputer provides non-judgmental interaction.
9. The computer teaches processes through sequential steps.
10. The computer can teach the same amount of material in less
time with as good as or better retention than if taught by traditional
raeans (e.g., lecture, slides, film strips).
Budnick (1983) noted that the tutorial is a potentially powerful
method of instruction.

He indicated that the student can control the

pace in which the material is presented.

The computer can evaluate the

student's progress by interjecting questions and can "branch" to a more
appropriate level of presentation (either simpler or more complex) to
meet the student's immediate needs.
Tesolowski et al. (1984) further noted that drill and practice
exercises in CAI have had positive impacts on learning when corapared to
traditional teaching methods.

They stated that computers maximize the

application of reinforcement by providing immediate feedback on an*
individualized basis which will help motivate and reinforce student
progress.

They further stated that;

If the education profession can rise to meet the potential of
the microcoraputer, individualized instruction might become a
reality. Eventually, microcomputers may facilitate the
iraplementation of competency-based vocational education by
allowing students to proceed at their own pace without the
fear of failure, (p. 18)
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Additionally, they recommended that a computer be used as a tool
to help personalize education by attending to some of the record
keeping and other repetitive tasks of the teacher in order to provide
the teacher more time with the students.
As with any instructional method, there have been drawbacks to
computer usage.

Bender and Church (1984), Cepica and Igo (1985),

Deitel (1984), Friedman and Hofmeister (1984), Hannaford (1983),
Hannaford and Taber (1982), Paulson (1986), Rieth and Semmel (1979),
Russell (1983), and Schiffman, Tobin, and Cassidy-Bronson (1982) named
one or more of the following weaknesses in coraputer usage in education.
1. There is limited hardware available to teachers due to the high
initial cost.
2. Most educational software is lacking in educational
compatibility, instructional design, and technical adequacy.
3. There is very little training offered to teachers.
4. The teacher may have limited time or may be unwilling to
partake in training.
5. The teacher has a lack of knowledge concerning coraputer
applications in the classroom and laboratory.
6. The computer is still viewed by sorae teachers and
adrainistrators as being nothing raore than a "passing fad."
7. There is a lack of scientific research evidence concerning the
effectiveness of CAI.
8. The coraputer has an appearance of being impersonal.
Bender and Church (1984) indicated that most resistance to
computers in education comes from the the teachers and the
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administrators and not from the students.

Hannaford (1983) suggested

that educators are relatively uninformed about computers and their
possible uses in education.

Additionally, he noted that as a result of

this, there is still resistance to this "new technology."

Schiffman et

al. (1982) stated that many teachers and administrators are unwilling
to accept the coraputer as a viable teaching tool and unwilling to spend
the time in training to learn how to use it.
Perhaps the the raost apparent weakness is in the quality and
availability of the software.

Hannaford and Taber (1982) listed three

raain probleras with software.
1. A particular piece of software cannot be used on all coraputers.
In fact, raore tiraes than not, software will only work on one particular
brand of coraputer.
2. Unfortunately, more emphasis may be placed on the technical
aspects of instructional software than on the educational value.

It is

not uncommon to find software programs with inaccuracies, misspellings,
and incorrect grammar.
3. Many programs are narrow in scope.

They may contain

instruction on a minute skill or segraent of a skill rather than the
entire unit or process they are purported to have.
Schiffman et al. (1982) elaborated by noting that there is a
scarcity of good educational software.

They stated that most

educational software is uninspired and merely a duplication of a
textbook.

Russell (1983) stated that computer software should provide

motivation through intellectually compelling content.

She noted that

some software is highly motivating but lacks any learning potential.
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Conversely, Russell contended that sorae software is loaded with good
learning content but lacks any inspiration.

Video;

Uses, Benefits, and Drawbacks

Henley (1983) listed several uses of videotapes.

These include

the following: (a) problem-solving, (b) Future Farmer of America (FFA)
(c) leadership developraent, (d) recording iraportant events or speakers
for future viewing, (e) interviewing prospective employers for career
exploration, and (f) showing demonstrations, field trips, and
supervised occupational experience programs to classes.
Henley further noted several advantages that videotape instruction
possesses.

Up-to-date information on the changing field of agriculture

can be captured on film and conveyed to students within a matter of
hours in an attractive and appealing manner.

Priestman (1984) stated

that videotape is less expensive to record onto from camera than other
methods of filraing.

Priestraan (1984) and Ignatz and Ignatz (1982)

raaintained that videotapes are relatively easy to edit and re-edit
quickly with updated material or subject matter which is on a more
appropriate level for the audience.

Of course, these two benefits are

attainable if the user has the appropriate filming and editing
equipment.
Henley (1983) interviewed Roberts who had conducted a study which
compared two types of presentation:

videotapes and the lecture method.

Six objectives of learning were identified for this particular
experiment:

(a) learning factual information; (b) learning visual

identifications; (c) learning principles and concepts; (d) learning
procedures; (e) performing skilled perceptual-motor acts; and
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(f) developing desirable attitudes and motivations.

In terms of

effectiveness, videotapes scored equal to or higher than the lecture
method in all six objectives.

Henley stated, "When used correctly by

teachers, videotapes enable the students to visually appraise technical
subject material and to establish a more practical understanding of the
raaterial" (p. 1).
Conversely, several drawbacks were identified.

D. R. Clark (1984)

noted that the learner has very little to no control over the pace of
the instruction conveyed by videotape.

Dalton (1986) and Wright (1981)

stated that video is generally regarded as a passive instructional
delivery system whereby learners do not actively participate in the
learning process.

Henley (1983) suggested that when videotapes are

used as a supplement, results will be more positive than when they are
used to "replace" the teacher.
Henley cited a study by Campbell that examined the effectiveness
of teaching two units of agricultural subject matter by comparing two
raethods of instruction:
videotape replay.

actual presentation (by an instructor) and a

On the basis of cognitive or affective learning, the

group which viewed the videotape learned as effectively as the group
observing the actual presentation.

However, in comprehension learning,

the videotape group scored significantly lower than the other group.

Interactive Video:

Uses, Benefits, and Drawbacks

Roach (1984) stated that interactive video is the combining of
video with computer technology which results in joining the still and
moving pictures with sound of video with the responsiveness and
interactivity of CAI.

Even though the earliest recorded usage of
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interactive video is 1979, many applications and uses have already
evolved.

D. J. Clark (1984), Doulton (1984), Ebner, Manning, Brooks,

Mahoney, Lippert, and Balson (1984), Friedman and Hofmeister (1984),
Kearsley and Frost (1985), Priestman (1984), Staff (1984), and Staff
(1985) each referred to one or raore of the following subject areas
which have been taught utilizing lAV:

(a) CPR, (b) science

experiraents, (c) aircraft maintenance, (d) geography, (e) administering
injections, (f) telling time, (g) operating tank gunnery system, (h)
physics, (i) electronics, (j) gastroentrologist diagnosis skills, (k)
computers, (l) word-processing, (m) biology, (n) test-taking skills,
(o) economics, and (p) chemistry.
The variety of subjects which can be taught by lAV appears to be
unlimited.

"Virtually any educational videotape can be made

interactive" (Staff, 1984, p. 40). Staff (1984) personnel further
indicated that lAV can be utilized in three distinct areas of classroom
instruction:
1. It can be used for poor readers who may benefit raore frora
watching a lesson than reading one.
2. Students who raiss class could use an lAV lesson to make-up the
work on their own time.
3. It is an ideal tool for substitute teachers.
Griffiths (1984) indicated that the primary advantage of lAV over
videotape instruction is that lAV has the capability to randomly access
any video segraent raore quickly than raanually searching a videotape on a
video player.

This is particularly true when videodisc is used rather

than videotape.

According to Priestraan (1984), access time to any one
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frame of the 54,000 frames on the entire videodisc is four seconds or
less while Friedman and Hofmeister (1984) suggested a maximum access
time of less than three seconds.

D. J. Clark (1984) observed that less

disruption in learning occurs with the rapid access feature of the
videodisc.

He stated.

Attention to task results in more efficient learning, better
comprehension, and increased retention. Interactive
videotape suffers from clumsy searches during branched
programing. This is disruptive to learning. While careful
design can offset some of this difficulty, it ultimately
fails to avoid the delays and disruptive learning patterns.
Videodisc's speed of access obviates this problera. (p. 14)
Friedman and Hofmeister (1984), Novak and Ver (1984), and
Priestman (1984) indicated other advantages of videodisc as compared to
videotape.

These include freeze frame with better stability, longer

still time, step forward and step backward features, and no wear.
Videotape has limited freeze-frame capability, relatively slow access
time, and some wear.
Kearsley and Frost (1985) noted a study conducted by American Bell
on the effectiveness of training in branch offices.

Results indicated

that videodisc was more effective than classroom, text, slide, or
videotape training.

Kearsley and Frost also cited a study by Holmgren

et al. which was conducted comparing two different types of videodisc
formats:

one which was an exact duplicate of a film/slide presentation

and one in which review frames had been added.

Results indicated that

both groups did about the same; thus, it was concluded that videodisc
has no inherent advantages given content originally developed for other
media.
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Several authors identified several benefits which lAV and
computers share.

Braden (1985b) listed some of these;

(a) student

controlled pacing, (b) immediate feedback, (c) individualization of
lessons, (d) a more patient and persistent "teacher," (e) progress of
the student recorded automatically, and (f) instruction available on
short notice withrainiraalinconvenience to the teacher.

Ignatz and

Ignatz (1982), Kearsley and Frost (1985), Priestman (1984), and Staff
(1985) reinforced Braden's assertions by noting that lAV's branching
capabilities individualize lessons for the students in terras of the
pace of presentation as well as the depth of the subject raaterial. As
with the coraputer, lAV offers tutorial, drill and practice, problerasolving, and simulation instructional methods.

Ignatz and Ignatz

(1982) revealed that lAV offers students the opportunity to study
difficult material several times until they master it.

In addition,

Priestman (1984) and Wright (1981) observed that lAV requires the
active participation of the student much like the computer does.
The opinion was shared by several of the authors that lAV can
enhance CAI in a number of ways.

Friedman and Hofmeister stated.

One limitation of CAI has been the prerequisite reading
skills that many CAI programs require. Alternatively, the
videodisc, with its audio capabilities, provides spoken
instruction, thus obviating the need for reading skills. It
can also provide high-quality, real-life iraages. When
combined with a microcomputer to give it directions based on
student responses, the videodisc has the potential to be an
'intelligent,' highly interactive, instructional medium.
(1984, p. 130)
Dalton (1986) remarked that CAI may be improved with video images
through lAV instruction.

He explained that research indicates that

interactive video with a variety of visual and auditory learning
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stimuli can improve learning significantly.

Ebner, Danaher, Mahoney,

Lippert, and Balson (1984) further noted that lAV presents a variety of
video information in ways that are more realistic than a computer.
Deitel (1984) observed that a comraon criticism of CAI is its appearance
of being impersonal.

He recoraraended interacting the computer with

video may make it raore personal by including recorded questions,
answers, and explanations by a teacher.
Ebner, Danaher, et al. (1984) noted that lAV presents a variety of
video inforraation in ways that are more realistic than a computer.
Grabowski and Aggen (1984) remarked that videodiscs can expand and
enhance the capabilities of the computer by providing the computer with
an audio and visual library of resources.

Howe (1985) commented that

lAV allows the development of a wide range of educational software that
so far has been impossible to create on the computer alone.

Ignatz and

Ignatz (1982) explained that existing videotaped lectures and
demonstrations may be incorporated into CAI lessons.

Roach stated.

The combination [of the computer and video] is much greater
than the sum of its parts, providing the raost powerful
individualized learningraediuraso far developed - raore
flexible and more effective than our clumsy initial attempts
to exploit it have demonstrated... (1984, p. 187)
Animation is another area which lAV can greatly extend the
capabilities of the computer.

Ebner, Danaher, et al. (1984) suggested

that animation can be valuable in presenting complex material,
particularly in the area of the sciences.

Kearsley and Frost (1985)

stated, "Animation is an important visual capability of videodiscs.
This can be created via traditional film techniques or computer
generated graphics." (p. 10)
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Smith and von Feldt (1977) stated, "It would appear that combining
the sound and motion of television with the interactive drill and
practice of CAI would provide for greater gains in a shorter period of
time" (p. 12). D.J. Clark (1984), Doulton (1984), Ebner, Manning, et
al. (1984), Kearsley and Frost (1985), and Priestman (1984) noted that
lAV has indeed been shown to improve student achievement gains, raise
retention levels of the subject material, and save time in learning
when corapared to other teaching raethods such as CAI and traditional
classroom lecture.

Staff (1984) personnel cited a study conducted at

Omar Bradley Middle School in San Antonio, Texas where 410 seventh
grade science students were divided into three groups:

Group 1—lesson

over the biological control of insects presented by video; Group 2—the
same lesson presented by video followed by discussion with a teacher;
and Group 3—the same lesson presented by interactive video.
was given over the material the next day.

A quiz

Group 1 scored the lowest.

Group 2 scored the next lowest, and Group 3 (the interactive group)
scored substantially higher.

In fact. Staff referring to the lAV

group, stated, "...almost all of them [scored] at or above the 90th
percentile, while those in other categories rarely exceeded the 80th
percentile" (p. 29).
Staff (1985) personnel mentioned another study where lAV was
compared to conventional learning methods.

Students receiving

instruction by lAV in perforraing science experiments performed the
experiments as well as and in some cases better than the conventionally
trained group.

It was further noted that students in the lAV group

were significantly more confident in following instructions and were
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able to work their way through experiments in a more systematic way
than the other group.

Doulton (1984) also pointed out the advantages

of conducting science experiments with lAV.

He explained that the time

spent setting up the experiment and cleaning up afterwards is saved
when using lAV.

Thus, raore tirae can be spent on the actual experiraent

possibly even allowing a far wider range of exploration for the
advanced student.

Doulton also observed that aircraft raaintenance

engineers were able to work with a small interactive video player
strapped to their helmets which showed how each part fits together so
that the engineer did not have to climb down out of the plane to refer
to the instruction manual.
Ebner, Manning, et al. (1984) referred to a study which taught
students how to administer intramuscular injections.

In the study lAV

saved considerable training time over the conventional classroom
method.

The training program was broken down into three separate

phases:

demonstration, practical exercise, and study hall.

The

conventional method consumed 100 minutes in the demonstration phase,
100 minutes in the practical exercise segment, and 135 minutes in study
hall for a total time of 335 minutes (5 hours and 35 minutes).

In

comparison the lAV program took 55 minutes in the demonstration
portion, 50 minutes in the practical exercise phase, and 105 rainutes in
study hall for a total time of 210 minutes (3 hours and 30 minutes).
Thus, in this particular training program lAV saved 2 hours and 5
minutes of training time over the conventional method.

Kearsley and

Frost (1985) cited several studies which also resulted in saving of
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time and higher achievement gains when lAV was used as opposed to
another instructional method.
Ebner, Manning, et al. (1984) warned against judging lAV solely by
its effectiveness as a teaching medium.

They contended that lAV should

be considered a favorable method of instruction if it is a raore cost
effective raeans of delivery even when there is not a significant
difference in achievement scores when comparing lAV to other
instructional methods.

Staff (1985) suggested that utilizing lAV to

simulate science experiments can save money over actually performing
the experiments year after year.

They further noted that access to

these experiments via videodisc can be substantially increased for more
people through libraries.
Though lAV has proven to be cost effective in some cases, D. J.
Clark (1984) and Braden (1985a) indicated that high cost is also a
drawback.

Braden offered some cautions on lAV:

1. The potential of lAV in education is being oversold. lAV
is not and probably never will be an 'all purpose'
instructional delivery system.
2. lAV is becoming a buzz word, and being involved with lAV
is the Faddish thing to do.
3. lAV is too costly. Unless we are very lucky, lAV will
have lost its allure before the public school systems can
afford it.
4. The general fascination over the technological elegance of
lAV is obscuring the real problems that we educational
innovators face in bringing this very promising development
into the educational mainstream, (p. 33)
Braden added recently that educational experts said that
instructional television (ITV) as the educational panacea.

Many

optimists jumped on the ITV "bandwagon" only to be disappointed later
when ITV did not live up to expectations.

Braden recommended two

management guidelines in order to seek cost-effectiveness;
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(1) Restrict the use of lAV to those applications where this
new medium has instructional advantages, and (2) Produce
educationally efficient courseware or none at all. The
litmus test must be that either the teacher's job or
student's task (or both) shall be made easier by lAV otherwise, we cannot justify the price, (p. 34)
Dalton (1986) conducted a study comparing instruction via linear
video alone, CAI alone, and lAV.

He noted that the students were

distracted by the sounds and indicator lights on the videotape players
during the interactive video treatment.

Dalton comraented further that

delays caused by lengthy access times also proved to be a hindrance to
learning. Consequently, interactive video was not as effective as the
other two treatments in this particular study.
As already mentioned, D.J. Clark (1984) mentioned that using
videodisc with its rapid access feature will help to alleviate the
problem caused by using videotapes.
Braden (1985b) suggested three tests for selecting lAV as an
instructional tool:
1. The image test: "Will the instruction be more powerful, more
efficient, or otherwise better if motion is shown or a large collection
of iraages is accessible?" (p. 33).
2. The CAI test: "Will sorae or all of the six key advantages of
lAV/CAI be critical goals for the project?" (p. 33).
3. The impact test: "Will the potential project fully exploit the
power of your equipment, the talent of your design and production
staff, and the higher order learning skills of the students?" (p. 33).
He specifies that one must be able to answer yes to all of the above
questions to justify lAV.

Braden (1985a) stated that "...to achieve

educational efficiency means lAV must be designed by people who are
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knowledgeable about computers, instructional television, learning
theory, instructional design, interactive strategies, and the subject
being taught" (p. 34).

Applications for Special Needs Students
Wright (1981) identified three groups of special needs students:
(a) learning disabled, (b) socially disadvantaged, and (c) very gifted.
Indeed, this is only a partial list.

Special needs students within the

educational context are handicapped and/or disadvantaged to the extent
that they are unable to succeed in the regular classroom.

Cole,

Egbert, and Suzuki (1984) quoted the Federal Register as follows:
"...those students who are identified as requiring special
education must be unable to succeed in the regular vocational
education program without special educational assistance or
must require a modified program. 'Handicapped' means a
person who is mentally retarded; hard of hearing; deaf;
speech impaired; or other health impaired person, or persons
with specific learning disabilities... The classification
system for the disadvantaged is designed to include all
persons who have academic or economic handicaps and who
require special services and assistance to enable them to
succeed in vocational education programs." (Federal Register,
Vol. 42, No. 195, Section 16). (p. 18)
Cole et al. further indicated that these criteria include the
following reasons for which a student is not succeeding or cannot be
expected to succeed:
1. A handicap interferes with the success or attainment of the
required objectives.
2. An academic disadvantage does not permit the acquisition of the
necessary skills for success in the educational program.
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3. An economic disadvantage may have been the cause of the student
not learning appropriate work habits and attitudes for a particular
type of job related to training in the vocational program.
4. A student's limited-English-speaking proficiency may be the
root cause of a language barrier further coraplicating the learning
process.
According to Cole et al., if taken to an extreme, almost everyone
has some type of special need, from something less than 20/20 vision to
insufficient upper body strength to the inability to read at a desired
level or speed.

They suggested that some of these shortcomings can be

compensated; i.e., eyeglasses, hearing aids, etc. while other handicaps
can be compensated without special help.

Collins and Mohr (1985)

indicated that a student is considered to be handicapped when he/she
does not have the ability to perform at the levels expected of him/her.
The disadvantaged student has several unique characteristics
suggested by Downey (1985).

They include (a) students from broken

homes, (b) students who have been retained a grade level or more, (c)
students disinterested in school, (d) students who are underachievers
in school and lack personal goals and self-confidence, (e) students who
come from low-income families, (f) students who have a negative
attitude toward school, and (g) short attention span.
Emotionally disturbed students have some of these same problems
according to Carman and Kosberg (1982).

They noted that a common

characteristic of all emotionally handicapped children is their lack of
ability to concentrate on their school work for extended periods of
time.

They commented that this may be due to task avoidance because of
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past school failures, hyperactivity, the need for uninterrupted adult
attention, or other internal distractions.

Because of this lack of

concentration, the student many times falls behind in his/her school
work.
Downey (1985) remarked that teachers of disadvantaged and
handicapped students must be creative.

She explained that students

become bored when the same teaching method is used over and over.

She

further contended that short class periods and a variety of teaching
techniques help hold student interest.

Collins and Mohr (1985)

observed that handicaps, especially mental, are particularly noticeable
in the area of academics.

Many times the social punishment resulting

from this disability can be more of a handicap than the actual
handicapping condition.

They suggested that handicapped students have

difficulty learning due to being treated as second-class citizens.
Scanlon and Baggett (1985) referred to the second paragraph under
the statement of purpose of the Carl D. Perkins Vocational Education
Act of 1984 which states:
...assure that individuals who are inadequately served under
vocational education programs are assured access to quality
vocational education program, especially individuals who are
disadvantaged, who are handicapped, men and women who are
entering nontraditional occupations, adults who are in need
of training and retraining...(p. 5 ) .
According to a report by the United States Department of Education
(1984), Section 601(c) of Public Law 94-142, The Education of All
Handicapped Act, includes the purposes of the Education of the
Handicapped Act:

(a) assure that all handicapped children are provided

a free appropriate public education, (b) assure that the rights of
handicapped children and their parents are protected, (c) assist the
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States and localities to provide for the education, and (d) assess and
assure the effectiveness of efforts to educate this special population.
Schiffman et al. (1982) further commented that Public Law 94-142
specifies that special education must be extended to all children with
learning problems of any type through the delivery of multidisciplinary
and interdisciplinary services designed to treat individual special
needs.
Stainback and Stainback (1984) noted that special education was
begun over a century ago to meet the academic requirements of
exceptional and special needs students.

A report by the United States

Department of Education (1984) stated that the number of handicapped
children who receive special education continues to rise as it has each
year since the initial child count in 1976-77. Additionally, the
report indicated that the 1982-83 count was 4,298,327 children served
which was an increase of 65,045 (or 1.5 percent) over the previous
school year and a 16 percent increase over the 1976-77 school year.
They indicated that the number of handicapped students served in
relation to the total number of students enrolled in pre-school through
twelfth grade rose from 10.47 percent in 1981-82 to 10.76 percent in
1982-83.

According to their report, less than 7 percent of all

handicapped students received their education in separate schools.

Of

the reraaining 93 plus percent who were taught in regular schools, twothirds were educated in the regular classroora with nonhandicapped
students.
Killen and Myklebust (1980) explained that educational growth has
becorae the chief criteria in measuring the success of a special
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education program as opposed to numbers of children enrolled.

They

stated, "...the degree to which each child benefits from individualized
programs is the basis for evaluation" (p. 35). Wright (1981) stated,
"In order to progress through school, a child 'needs' critical levels
of intelligence, sight, hearing, motor co-ordination and communications
skills

(p. 9 ) . She further commented that a special education student

depends heavily on a teacher.

Educating special needs students

requires a high degree of individualized instruction because no two
students have the same needs.

Wright noted that at some point, the

student must develop independence in education.

She suggested that new

technology can help "wean" the student from depending so rauch on the
teacher.

According to Friedman and Hofmeister (1984), a lack of

independent work skills on the part of handicapped students constitutes
a major obstacle to individualizing instruction.

They indicated that

this is particularly frustrating if the teacher needs to spend
instruction time with a small group of students while assigning another
individual or group some work to do on their own.

They remarked that

teachers continued to search for creative ways for these students to
spend their tirae while other students were receiving teacher
instruction.
Bender and Church (1984) listed some critical considerations for
the learning disabled.

These include:

...(1) the need for a failure-free system, (2) the need for
developing social-interpersonal skills, (3) immediate
positive reinforcement, (4) the need for practical survival
skills, (5) increasing the child's sense of corapetence, and
(6) providing a multisensory instructional format, (p. 99)
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Geoffrion and Bergeron (1977) stated, "Perhaps the most universal
characteristic shared by handicapped individuals is the inability to
communicate effectively through conventional symbol systems" (p. 2).
They suggested that animation is an excellent alternative for
addressing this problem.
Hanley (1983) identified four groups of handicapped students raost
frequently given microcoraputer instruction.

They are;

(a) learning

disabled, (b) educable mentally retarded, (c) emotionally disturbed,
and (d) students with communication impairments.

The Association for

Educational Communications and Technology (1983) personnel suggested
that possible success in computers with learning disabled students raay
be achieved through the use of a word processor, a computerized
dictionary, a graphics tablet, a touch-sensitive screen, or a voice
synthesizer.

Hannaford (1983) observed that the computer can help the

deaf to see speech.

Rodenstein and Lambert (1982) commented that

individualized educational plans (lEP's) can better be fulfilled due to
the individualization potential of CAI.
Bender and Church (1984) contended that the BASIC language is
inappropriate for learning disabled students for the following reasons;
(a) provides little in the way of providing successful experiences in
the world of programming, (b) the higher-order skills necessary to use
this language are often self-defeating, and (c) provides little or no
immediate positive reinforcement for the student's programming efforts.
They suggested that an alternative programming language that has
shown some promise with learning disabled students is the Super Pilot
language.

It is actually an authoring language designed as a simple
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programming language for creating lessons and programs.

Hannaford

(1983) remarked that of all the uses of microcomputers in educating the
handicapped, perhaps the most beneficial is that of using it to deliver
instruction.

He further indicated three distinct advantages in using

computers with handicapped:
(c) interactive mediura.

(a) individualization, (b) motivation, and

He further declared that perhaps the greatest

benefit that the computer offers to the handicapped is its ability to
individualize instruction.
Hannaford and Taber (1982) observed that features such as color,
raotion, and sound are important tools to gain and hold the attention of
the student.

They noted that the computer can present a stimulus,

receive a response, evaluate that response, furnish feedback and
reinforcement, and branch to the next appropriate instructional
segment.

Killen and Myklebust (1980) explained that since special

needs students have short attention spans, computers can greatly
increase attention spans through color graphics, instant feedback, and
personalized lessons that incorporate the student's name.

They further

noted that coraputers offer unlimited repetition.
Hannaford and Taber (1982) commented that interaction with
computers can be nonthreatening which makes CAI particularly attractive
for use with the handicapped learner who may have experienced failure
in the classroora.

They also suggested that motivation is an important

ingredient in learning, and computers have proven to be high in
motivating students.

Rodenstein and Larabert (1982) proclaimed, "If

anyone is going to benefit from computer technology, the handicapped
will" (p. 181). Hanley (1983) stated, "There is strong support for
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prudent use of microcoraputers in special education prograras. Many
instructional features, characteristic of good CAI software, may be
particularly beneficial in the education of handicapped children"
(p. 1 ) .
However, Hannaford and Taber (1982) cautioned that to realize the
ultimate benefits of using computers with the handicapped, appropriate
computer usage must be discovered and applied.

They recommended only

using the computer if it will do as good a job in instructing a student
as another available method.

They observed that if the gains realized

by using the computer do not justify the cost of software development
or purchase, CAI should not be pursued for that particular application.
Schiffman et al. (1982) mentioned the lack of computer equipment
in the classrooms and
weaknesses to CAI.

its perception by teachers and administrators as

They stated,

...the potential for computer-based education for handicapped
students will not be reached until computers are as handy and
usable as blackboards, telephones, and typewriters.
Coraputers raust be perceived by teachers and adrainistrators as
routine tools, rather than as sophisticated high technology,
(pp. 422-423)
Hannaford and Taber (1982) noted that software must be compatible
with the curriculum.

They suggested that reading level in a program is

a particularly iraportant consideration when working with the special
education student, and lesson instructions should be clear, simple, and
thorough without being wordy.

Very little software has been designed

and written specifically for handicapped learners addressing the
various special needs.

Perhaps a possible solution to this problera

would be the creation of a program with a simple authoring language to
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enable teachers to create and write their own lessons which could be
"tailor-made" for each student.
Taber (1981) observed that research indicates that CAI may be more
effective with low ability students than with higher ability students.
Hanley (1983) stated, "...the strongest positive effects of CAI were
measured in lower-level coursework and in instruction for
'disadvantaged' or lower functioning students" (p. 1). Tindall (1984)
cited a study which elaborates on some of the other benefits of CAI.
He stated.
Four research conclusions about the uses of the microcomputer
in the classroom were reached by Gleason (1981). 1) The
raicrocoraputer assists learners in reaching instructional
objectives; 2) a 20 to 40% savings in time learning is
realized as corapared to 'conventional instruction'; 3)
retention after interacting with prograras is as good or
superior to conventional programs; and 4) students react very
positively to good MCAI [microcomputer assisted instruction]
programs and they reject poor programs, (p. 7)
Hanley (1983) cited a case study sponsored by the Special
Education Programs, United States Department of Education.

He noted

that this study shows little difference in the application of CAI
between regular education users and special education users.

Stainback

and Stainback (1984) suggested that all students, not just special
needs students, are unique and have individual differences that
influence their instructional needs.

They stated,

...there is nothing to warrant that individualized
programming should be a privilege provided only to
'exceptional' students. Tailor-made instructional programs
should be provided for all students, whether considered
bright, handicapped, minority, or average, (p. 103)
Wright (1981) also indicated the need to consider various teaching
methods for all students.

She stated.
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It has generally been the case in education that an
instructional resource or teaching method developed to help
overcome a particular learning disability has found, except
in very specialized cases, a useful adaptation in the regular
classroom. Examples include various approaches to word
recognition (visual, phonetic, contextual), high interestlow-level learning materials and combinations of
visual/auditory presentation to meet individual learning
styles, (p. 3)
As mentioned at the beginning of the chapter, much has been
written concerning CAI, lAV, and to a lesser extent, video.
Adaptations of these three instructional methods to special needs
students have also been addressed.

It is evident that, though there is

great potential for using lAV with special needs students, more
empirical research with this population in the agricultural education
field is necessary to determine its effectiveness as a teaching tool.

CHAPTER III
METHODS AND PROCEDURES

Subjects
Students enrolled in Vocational Education for the Handicapped
(VEH) Farra and Ranch Repair classes and Coordinated Vocational Acaderaic
Education (CVAE) Farra and Ranch Repair classes in vocational
agriculture departraents were the subjects of this evaluation.

Due to

liraits on time and travel funds available for the study, only those
vocational agriculture VEH and CVAE programs located in schools within
a 60 mile radius of Lubbock, Texas were selected.

This included four

schools resulting in a total of 55 seventh-twelfth grade students who
participated in this research.

These four schools were located in

towns with populations less than 7,000.

The economic base of all of

these communities was agriculturally-related.

Instruments
A video lesson and an interactive video lesson covering two areas
of small gasoline engine operation and maintenance were used as the
treatments and were administered in the student's regular classroom.
The two subject areas were Four Stroke Theory and Using a Spark Tester
to Check Ignition.

The lessons were developed by the Texas Tech

University Agricultural Education and Mechanization staff.
took approximately ten hours to produce.

Each lesson

The lAV lessons required an

additional three-four hours of production time for coraputer
programming.

The video and audio content of the two treatments were

identical.
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The video lesson consisted of a three minute tutorial covering the
subject material.
together.

The video treatment group viewed the lesson

The instruction time was about three minutes (the length of

the video tutorial).

Conversely, the lAV lesson contained a brief

introduction, a three minute video tutorial, two multiple-choice
questions, and video remedials for each possible choice contained in
the questions.
individually.

The lAV treatment subjects perforraed the lesson
The instruction time for each student was a minimum of

seven minutes.

Although there was not a time limit, no student

utilized raore than 15 rainutes in the lAV treatment.
Two tests for each subject area were developed to measure student
performance:

(a) an immediate recall test which was administered

immediately upon completion of the treatment, and (b) a post test which
was administered one week later.

One immediate recall test and one

post test were developed for each subject area (Appendices A and B ) .
Each test consisted of two multiple-choice questions which were
identical to the questions in the lAV treatment.
was chosen for the following reasons:

This type of question

(a) simplicity of answering on

the part of the student, and (b) objectivity of grading on the part of
the examiner.
Students were randomly assigned to the two treatments within a
given subject area.

Each student received instruction on the subject

via lAV or video depending on his treatment group assignment.

When a

student completed a particular treatment, he/she was immediately given
a written test for the subject area in which he/she had just received
instruction.

This test was the immediate recall test (Appendix A ) .
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The post test covering the same subject matter was administered to the
student one week later (Appendix B).

Again the tests administered

within each subject area were identical regardless of the treatment.
Upon completion of the immediate recall test, the student
performed the second lesson utilizing the opposite treatment.

For

exaraple, if a student participated in learning the lesson on Using a
Spark Tester to Check Ignition (or spark tester) in the lAV treatraent
group, he/she then perforraed the Four Stroke Theory (or four strokes)
lesson in the video treatraent group.

Thus, each student knew ahead of

time that he/she would be able to participate in both treatments.

Assumptions of the Study
Assumptions made for the study included the following:
1. Any mechanical failure of the lAV or video equipment would not
significantly affect student performance on the immediate recall test
or the post test.
2. The day of the week in which the student participated in the
study would not significantly affect student performance on the
iraraediate recall test or the post test.
3. None of the students would have had prior forraal training in
the subject matter.
4. All students would have had approximately the same level of
intelligence and handicapping conditions.

Variables
The dependent variables were the immediate recall test scores and
the post test scores.

The independent variable was the method of
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presentation (interactive video and video).

Treatment of Data
Tests were scored as follows: (a) if the student answered both
test questions correctly, that test received a score of two; (b) if
only one question was answered correctly, a score of one was assigned;
and (c) if both questions were answered incorrectly, the test received
a zero (see Appendix C ) .
Citing Conover (1980), the Mann-Whitney Test (also known as the
Mann-Whitney U Test) was chosen as the measuring instrument in
comparing the two treatments.

The Mann-Whitney test was the most

appropriate test for two reasons.

First, the data was ordinal, and

only three different scores were possible:

two, one, or zero.

These

values were arranged from the largest to the smallest value in terms of
measuring how a student performed on the test.

Since there is a need

to siraply order the elements, this is referred to as an ordinal scale.
Second, the Mann-Whitney was chosen due to its capability to compare
one sample with another.
The Mann-Whitney test was determined to be the raost appropriate
nonparametric procedure to ascertain the presence of any significant
difference between the two treatments on each test.

Conover (1980)

noted that the Mann-Whitney test was the first to consider unequal
sample sizes and small sample sizes.
characteristics .

This study has both of those

CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF DATA

Employing the Mann-Whitney test, an evaluation was performed to
see what if any significant difference existed between the test score
means of each treatment (lAV and video) within each subject area (spark
tester and four strokes) for each test (immediate recall test and post
test).
Referring to Chapter 1, the null hypothesis stated:

"Interactive

video is of less or equal value than video as an instructional mediura
as raeasured by the means of test results."
one-tailed test and can be stated H :u _< u

This hypothesis is for a
where X=IAV and Y=video.

The alternate hypothesis would be stated H :u

>u

.

In order for the

null hypothesis to not be rejected at the 0.05 probability level, the
|z| must be less than 1.65.

If the |z| is greater than 1.65, then the

test score means differ significantly at the 0.05 level, and if the |z|
is greater than 2.33, then the means are highly significantly different
at the 0.01 level.

As can be observed in Table 1, the null hypothesis

was not rejected for spark tester, post test and four strokes, post
test.

For spark tester, immediate recall test, the null hypothesis is

rejected and the conclusion is drawn that the lAV test score mean is of
greater value than the video test score mean at the 0.01 level thus
making this difference highly significant.

For four strokes, immediate

recall test, the null hypothesis is again rejected. It is noted that
the lAV test score mean is of greater value than the video test score
mean at the 0.05 level thus making it significantly different.
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TABLE 1
lAV TEST SCORE MEANS VERSUS
VIDEO TEST SCORE MEANS

Iraraediate Recall Test
Spark Tester
Four Strokes
lAV
Video
lAV
Video

Post Test
Spark Tester
Four Strokes
lAV
Video
lAV
Video

n

31

24

24

31

31

24

24

31

Mean

1.94

1.38

1.42

1.00

1.94

1.83

1.21

1.39

U

178

z

-3.29**

** significant at 0.01 level

267
-1.78*

348.5
-0.40

399.5
0.47

* significant at 0.05 level

On the immediate recall tests in both subject areas, there was a
significant difference between the lAV and video test score means in
favor of lAV.

However, on the post tests, there was not a significant

difference between the test score means of the two methods.

Therefore,

the null hypothesis "Interactive video is of less or equal value than
video as an instructional medium as measured by the means of test
results" was rejected for the immediate recall tests but was not
rejected for the post tests.

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

As stated in Chapter IV, this study showed lAV to be a
significantly superior method of presenting selected small gasoline
engine topics to designated VEH and CVAE classes as measured by
immediate recall test results.

However, the post test indicated that

the lAV test score means were less than or equal to the video test
score raeans.
In conducting future studies, the following recommendations should
be considered:
1. The experiment should have more subjects.
2. The immediate recall and post tests should consist of more than
two questions each to allow for a wider variety of possible
scores .
3. More than two subject areas should be included.

This will

provide the examiner with additional data resulting in a more
reliable study.
4. A control group that has not received any treatment should be
tested in order to have a reliable comparison with treatment
results.
5. All students should be given an identical achievement
test.

A t-test could then be conducted using these scores to

determine if they significantly affect a student's
performance on the treatment tests.
6. Compare lAV to other instruction methods (e.g.,
traditional lecture, film strips).
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More studies comparing lAV to various teaching methods are needed
to further evaluate the effectiveness of interactive video as a
teaching instrument for today's classroom.
step in that direction.

This project was a first
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APPENDIX A
IMMEDIATE RECALL TESTS
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STUDENT NUMBER

DATE

SPARK TESTER - 1

Please circle the correct choice.

1.

What tool is used to check ignition?
a. hararaer
b. spark plug socket
c. spark tester
d. screwdriver

2.

Improper ignition can be caused by;
a.
b.
c.
d.

improper armature air gap
iraproper ignition point gap
a faulty primary ground wire
all of the above

48
STUDENT NUMBER

DATE

FOUR STROKES - 1

Please circle the correct choice.

1.
The spark ignites the air-fuel mixture which drives the piston
down on which one of the following strokes?
a.
b,
c.
d,

2.

exhaust
power
intake
compression

The exhaust valve is open on which one of the following strokes?
a.
b.
c.
d.

exhaust
power
intake
compression

APPENDIX B
POST TESTS
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STUDENT NUMBER

DATE

SPARK TESTER - 2

Please circle the correct choice.

1.

Iraproper ignition can be caused by:
a.
b.
c.
d.

2,

improper armature air gap
improper ignition point gap
a faulty primary ground wire
all of the above

What tool is used to check ignition?
a.

hararaer

b.
c.
d.

spark plug socket
screwdriver
spark tester
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STUDENT NUMBER

DATE

FOUR STROKES - 2

Please circle the correct choice.

1.

The exhaust valve is open on which one of the following strokes?
a.
b.
c.
d.

corapression
exhaust
power
intake

2.
The spark ignites the air-fuel mixture which drives the piston
down on which one of the following strokes?
a.
b.
c.
d.

compression
exhaust
power
intake

APPENDIX C
TABLE 2:

NUMBER OF CORRECT RESPONSES
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